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Our grandfather started our family on the journey and adventure of llamas in 
1968 with the approval and support of our grandmother, Dena.  The way they tell 
the story, Bill was interested in buying a new animal to add to the farm as he had 
been raising white tail deer and wanted something different.  Bill was interested 
in buffalo or bison, but my grandmother suggested with how hard they are on 

the land, they should look at something else.  After visiting an animal trader, they 
came home with their first pair of llamas.  The road was rocky at the beginning 
and they could have easily gotten out and cut their losses, but they continued to 
expand the herd.  As the industry grew from its infancy, Bill got more involved 
by showing, traveling to sales, and breeding more.  He traveled to many of the 
early big sales around the country selling and buying and also had success in 

the show ring.  Bill’s grandchildren got involved starting in 1994 with the local 
4-H program and then the Iowa State Fair.  It became a family tradition to go to 
the Iowa State Fair and “camp” out in the barn together.  We all share special 

memories of those years together.  In recent years, we bought new males,
reinvigorated the herd and our breeding program, and have had increased success 
in the show ring. It very much remains a family effort.  Bill, and his grandchildren 
are still active and the passion that was instilled in us as children is just as strong 
as it ever was.  Looking back over 50 years of a menagerie of animals that Bill and 

Dena have owned, llamas have been the constant on our farm which shows the 
unique and special place they will always play in our family and in Bill’s life.   

Bill Rector
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reference sires

Reference to lots: 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 10, 
11, 13, 16, 17, 19, 20, 25.

wild west reaction

Reaction was purchased by Bill from Ken West as a six month-old at Lolli Bros auction 
in Missouri.  Our farm had never had a suri before Reaction and his arrival was met with 
some contention and debate.  As a juvenile he was small, unimpressive and the grandkids 
didn’t think he would amount to much and even thought their grandpa had made a 
mistake in buying him.  Happily, we were wrong and Reaction grew and developed into 
a very large, impressive male.  He showed well himself in halter and as a showmanship 
animal.  But, his biggest contribution to the farm was his ability to cross with our medium 
wool females and improve balance, fiber, and size to almost everyone he was crossed with.  
Particularly, the crosses with our Catamarca daughters produced multiple champions and 
best of show animals.  Like Catamarca, Reaction has made a lasting mark on our farm, our 
breeding program, and we hope the industry.  He will have a home on our farm for the rest 
of his life and continue to be used as a primary male in our breeding program.

July 21, 2008  ·  Reg. # 276451

silver moon jamali

mhf sirius attraction

peruvian alcoa

fvl sirius

lumina

mhf picture perfect

kantu p5

papa noel

rar chilean hercules

ddl dream catcher

p496 desepego

pvcl luscious

riny’s nameless in seattle

ll miss splendour
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overman monaco

hs ariat

Monaco was an exciting addition to our farm and not just because of his 
size, structure, and personality, but also because his pedigree contains 
so many ingredients to add to our females--we knew he would have 
a significant effect.  Monaco’s sire line goes back through, Machuco, 
Mashuga, Misty Moon’s Mea and the E-line.  His dam line goes back 
through Iris Christ Peruvian imports and some great old North American 
lines like Catskill Topgun.  Monaco’s stretch and balance has made him 
a great male to use on our females who are well balanced or need a bit 
more neck.  He also stamps his sweet personality on his crias to make 
them easy to work with and a pleasure to be around.  We are happy to 
have him and look forward to using him more in the future.

Ariat came to our farm in 2015 along with his sire, Sovreign, a Whist 
son.  At first we didn’t know what we were going to do with Ariat, so 
we only bred him to a few females to see what he could produce.  He 
exceeded our expectations in every aspect.  His crias inherited his gentle 
personality, vibrant color patterns, and more importantly, his incredible 
leg placement and conformation.  Ariat won Grand Champion medium 
wool male at the Fall Harvest Llama Show as a seven year-old.  His 
natural presence and calico coloring make him a standout.  His pedigree 
has some great old bloodlines from Kay Patterson and Canoso from the 
Chilean importations.  We have more crias coming from him in 2018 and 
look forward to using him more in the future to continue to enhance our 
breeding program.

machuco

sovreign

riley-mystical 
moonglo

aariel

mashuga

whist

amigo de peru

arisco

mcf estonia

silver chime

riley-misti blue

fff cinderosa

crazy mountain man

el fuerte

balisto

zorro pl

the peruvian commodore

the condor

mw true blue

chilean canoso

misty moon’s mea

wairoa

escondida

silver bell pl

peruvian adventure

ainsley

keevie

cindy de temuco

September 15, 2004  ·  Reg. # 258759

August 14, 2009  ·  Reg. # 279194

reference sires

Reference to lot: 15, 24.

Reference to lots: 5, 6, 7, 12, 19.
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reference sires
gc’s fire in the hole

daydream believer

Fire in the Hole is a male that Matt had wanted for a while and was able 
to arrange to purchase him from Jeff & Sally Rucker.  His pedigree is 
what interested Matt.  Being a Chock Full o’ Nuts son gave us the ability 
to hop backwards a few generations in suri genetics.  His dam line is full 
Chilean and added an exotic blend to his pedigree.  We are happy with 
our first cria from him and look forward to incorporating his excellent 
bone, fiber coverage, good conformation, and wild coloration.  

Daydream was the first male on Matt’s farm when he began getting 
his own llamas.  He has such a gentle temperament he is always the 
one children and visitors are able to hug and spend time with.  He has 
a unique, old pedigree that has E-line and other well known North 
American lines that stand the test of time.  He has always produced 
larger animals than himself, no matter what dam he is exposed to and 
now at 19 years old we will cherish the time we have left with him.

gc’s chock full o’ 
nuts

espranto

chilean tabassco 
annie

sexy sadie

kantu p5

ddl dream catcher

chilean fuzzmaster

sovern admiral

hannah’s bananna 
nut bread

eta’

chilean corona de 
oro

kitt currey

top flight

b.t. huckstable

crazy mountain man

shamrocks dooley

montana kid currey

gabriela

bauernheim’s hannah 
honey

eskadra

bauernheim’s earth 
angel

high-land’s mercedes

July 30, 2005  ·  Reg. # 264979

September 19, 1999  ·  Reg. # 222489

Reference to lots: 3, 4, 8, 14.

Reference to lot: 19.
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rector’s
catarina

rector’s
beretta

Catarina is one of the most exciting females we have produced in years. 
She has a special place on our farm as she is a third generation red and 
white paint.  Her dam has consistently produced this color pattern 
paired with beautiful silky/suri fleece.  Her size, conformation, and show 
presence have made her a lot of fun to show in 2018, and she will no 
doubt continue winning as she grows and comes into herself more.  Her 
dam has been one of our best and most consistent Beyonca x Catamarca 
daughters.  Her full sisters have begun their production careers on 
farms in Iowa and New York, and Catarina will surely continue in their 
footsteps and help another program grow to new heights!

Beretta is the youngest from Bill’s most predominant dam line, the 
Beyonca line.  Our Beyonca daughters have produced most of our 
winners in the past few years, and Beretta is a great example of that 
consistency.  She is well-balanced, sweet, and great-sized for her age 
of just over a year.  If you’re looking to add a show girl and a future 
consistent production female to your heard, don’t pass up Beretta!

wild west 
reaction

wild west reaction

rector’s catalina

beyonca

silver moon jamali

silver moon jamali

catamarca

ddlr hombre’

mhf sirius attraction

mhf sirius 
attraction

beyonca

boneca

peruvian alcoa

peruvian alcoa

fvl sirius

fvl sirius

mcf cashmir

ddlr midnight blues

ddlr hombre’

primavero

lumina

lumina

mhf picture perfect

mhf picture perfect

catcoon

ddlr blazon moonbeam

boneca

barnett’s honeysuckle

lot 2

lot 1

Female  ·  June 1, 2017  ·  Reg. # 291420

Female  ·  August 11, 2017  ·  Reg. # 291426
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rector’s
bette davis

Bette Davis is an impressive tri-color paint suri female out 
of Beyonca and Wild West Reaction.  She had a flashy, suri 
male in 2016 out of GNLC Tenpoint and her 2017 cria, Lot 
4 (Rector’s Blaze), is an impressive tri-color suri male out 
of GC’s Fire in the Hole, a Chock Full ‘o Nuts son.  She is 
re-bred for a full sibling to Blaze for 2018 and should be 
due in mid-October.  She is a great mother and milker and 
would make a great addition to any breeding program.

wild west 
reaction

beyonca

silver moon jamali

ddlr hombre’

mhf sirius attraction

boneca

peruvian alcoa

fvl sirius

ddlr midnight blue

primavero

lumina

mhf picture perfect

ddldr blazon moonbeam

barnett’s honeysuckle

lot 3
Female  ·  August 24, 2013  ·  Reg. # 286600
Bred to GC’s Fire in the Hole - Due 10/25/18
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arsenal

rector’s
blaze

Arsenal was our first cria out of HS Ariat, an impressive calico male we 
purchased in 2015.  Arsenal is an excellent blend of his dam, Phoebe, 
and Ariat in coloration, fleece, personality, and conformation.  Growth 
spurts prevented us from showing him this year as much as we would 
have liked, but he has leveled out and is turning into an impressive 
herdsire prospect.  If you’re looking to add some firepower to your line-
up, Arsenal may be the ammunition you need!

Blaze is an excellent suri stud prospect with his vibrant coloration, 
beautiful headset, overall balance, and fleece coverage.  He is out of GC’s 
Fire in the Hole, a Chock Full ‘o Nuts son, and certainly showcases some 
of the best traits from that line.  If you are looking to set fire to your 
breeding program, Blaze will help you “light it up”!

hs ariat

gc’s fire in the 
hole

phoebe buffet of 
pinewood

rector’s bette 
davis

sovreign

gc’s chock full o’ 
nuts

amigo of pinewood

wild west reaction

aariel

chilean tabassco 
annie

mountain dreamers 
echo

beyonca

whist

kantu p5

arisco

chilean fuzzmaster

amicus

silver moon jamali

mountain dreamer

ddlr hombre’

silver chime

hannah’s bananna nut 
bread

fff cinderosa

chilean corona de oro

lady blossom

mhf sirius attraction

coloratura

boneca

lot 5

lot 4

Male  ·  May 12, 2017  ·  Reg. # 291417

Male  ·  November 2, 2017  ·  Reg. # 291704
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rector’s
havana

Havana is an impressive female standing at 47.5” at 
the withers. She is a Reaction daughter who is due to 
have an HS Ariat cria before the sale.  Her dam is one 
of our oldest girls with a pedigree stemming from old 
North American and Chilean bloodlines. She has given 
us some great crias over the years, including Havana’s 
full sister, Rector’s Persephone, who sold at the 2016 
LFA sale. Like her sister, Havana is large and correct 
with beautiful auburn suri fleece.  Havana will be an 
impressive addition to any breeding herd.

lot 6

wild west 
reaction

rector’s niagra

silver moon jamali

mw geronimo

mhf sirius attraction

bob’s sheba

peruvian alcoa

fvl sirius

mw comanche

sk dan cupid

lumina

mhf picture perfect

mw honeybun

bob’s sara

Female  ·  May 28, 2015  ·  Reg. # 288399
Bred to HS Ariat - Due 8/20/18 - Next service sire TBD
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jewel rdrl

evora

Jewel came to our farm in 2013 through the LFA sale consignment 
of Ken Austin.  She has had three impressive crias for us, and Lot 9 
(Rector’s Jasper) is her newest arrival.  She is bred to GC’s Fire in the 
Hole for a mid-November cria.  Jewel has been an excellent mother, 
milker, and consistent producer for our farm and she will be an excellent 
addition to any breeding program.

Our farm’s passion for some of the old bloodlines comes through with 
Evora, our beautiful calico E-line female.  Her dam is one of the sweetest 
and best milking mothers on the farm.  Evora has always competed well 
in her silky classes and is continuing to blossom, maintaining her correct 
conformation, leg placement, and gentle personality.  If you know about 
the E-line, you’ll know there aren’t many females up for sale anymore.  
If you are looking for a show female who is the whole package, look no 
further than Evora.

apoyo

hs ariat

chilean jade

hard rock’s 
exquisite

fivestarr

sovreign

chileno el toro

m.r.s. alberta gold

apprecia

aariel

chilean pearl

espinara

liberator

whist

whist

arisco

chileno lazaro

bolivian taylor made

chile ulysses 203

tuna catcher

hula star

silver chime

apocheta

fff cinderosa

chilena s spirolina #127b

rar chilean lacy lady

miss chi chi’s leona

eskadra

lot 8

lot 7

Female  ·  October 10, 2011  ·  Reg. # 283782
Bred to GC’s Fire in the Hole - Due 11/25/18

Female  ·  May 29, 2017  ·  Reg. # 291419
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rector’s
catalyst

rector’s
jasper

Catalyst was a standout from a very early age.  His attitude and presence 
made him an easy one to show in halter and he excelled at the 2017 
shows.  He continues to flourish and would enhance any farm as a 
promising junior herdsire or show gelding. 

Jasper was a farm favorite from the day he was born.  His sweet 
personality from his mother and beautiful head and ear set made him 
a standout.  Jasper has only been to two shows so far and has already 
gotten a Grand Champion in suri, suri fleece, and 5th place at The 
Gathering in a huge class despite being the youngest entry.  He has 
excellent conformation like all of his siblings and that will be one of his 
best traits as he grows up.  If you’re looking for conformation, fleece, and 
personality, look no further than Jasper.

wild west 
reaction

wild west 
reaction

rector’s 
catalina

jewel rdrl

silver moon jamali

silver moon jamali

catamarca

apoyo

mhf sirius 
attraction

mhf sirius 
attraction

beyonca

chilean jade

peruvian alcoa

peruvian alcoa

fvl sirius

fvl sirius

mcf cashmir

fivestarr

ddlr hombre’

chileno el toro

lumina

lumina

mhf picture perfect

mhf picture perfect

catcoon

apprecia

boneca

chilean pearl

lot 10

lot 9

Male  ·  May 8, 2016 ·  Reg. # 289898

Male  · December 3, 2017  ·  Reg. # 291703
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Chain Reaction is the winningest animal our farm has ever 
produced.  He earned his ILR-SD  and UAP Championship in 
his first show season including a Reserve Grand Champion 
Suri male at The Gathering.  Chain also won his LFA class as a 
yearling against steep competition.  He has continued to grow, 
and we see him as an excellent example of the Catamarca x 
Reaction cross.  His first crias are on their way for 2018 and 
will hopefully be on the ground before the sale so that we can 
exhibit what he produces.  Chain Reaction will be an excellent 
addition to a herd looking to add color, fleece, conformation, 
and substance. 

wild west 
reaction

rector’s godiba

silver moon 
jamali

catamarca

mhf sirius 
attraction

beyonca

peruvian alcoa

fvl sirius

mcf cashmir

ddlr hombre’

lumina

mhf picture perfect

catcoon

boneca

Male  ·  June 20, 2014  ·  Reg. # 287046

rector’s 
chain reaction

lot 11
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rector’s
divinity

rector’s
solara

Divinity is out of our Gaston daughter, Godiva, who is one of our best 
producing dams. Godiva has given us four female crias and milks out like 
a holstein.  We bred Godiva to Reaction to hopefully get a beautifully 
balanced female with exquisite fleece, and that is just what we got.  
Divinity hasn’t been shown much due to our deep our show string this 
year, but she will be a great show girl and eventually an impressive 
production female.

Solara, or Lara as we call her is a beautiful chestnut colored female out of 
one of our best producing females, CTW Halo.  Purchasing Halo at the 
2013 LFA sale was one of the best decisions Matt ever made, and she has 
given us four beautiful crias, including Lara.  Lara is large, sweet, and 
very well balanced.  We have been impressed with our HS Ariat crias so 
we decided to breed Lara to him for her first cria.  She comes guaranteed 
bred and due for an August 2019 cria.

wild west 
reaction

gnlc tenpoint

godiva

ctw halo

silver moon jamali

dom’s cordillero 
(et)

hard rock’s gaston

navarro

mhf sirius 
attraction

bal inuya for a 
moment

casita calo’r

ctw spotlight

peruvian alcoa

gnlc dom

fvl sirius

momento

peruvian el gris

newevo

white heat

aloha heart of gold

lumina

kobra’s gwendolyn

mhf picture perfect

gnlc inuya

srr persnickity

ccc peruvian gemma

casino magic

ctw sunbeam

lot 13

lot 12

Female  ·  May 14, 2017  ·  Reg. # 291418

Female  ·  April 3, 2016  ·  Reg. # 289897
Bred to HS Ariat - Service Date 7/28/18 - Not currently confirmed
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renaissance
cameo

One of Bill’s favorite llamas, Cameo was purchased in the 
2013 LFA sale from Rick and Jane Livingston.  Cameo is 
large, impressive, and an excellent mother.  She has had 
three crias for us, and is expecting a cria sired by GC’s 
Fire in the Hole that should arrive before the sale.  With 
her strong history of breeding, Cameo will be an excellent 
addition to any breeding program!

lot 14

renaissance 
movado

renaissance 
cachet

gnlc night moves

aloha heart of gold

mgf bon bon

keoke

llanero de temuco

rar richochet

liberator

king bolivar of tunitas

bandita de temuco

mgf tse tse

cross your heart

uber’s krystal

Female  ·  October 20, 2008  ·  Reg. # 276820
Bred to GC’s Fire in the Hole - Overdue - Next service sire TBD
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rector’s
cosmic reaction

maelstrom

Cosmic Reaction is a Reaction boy out of a flashy McRoberts female that 
Matt purchased at the 2011 McRoberts sale.  He is a flashy tri-color paint 
suri male and has a very sweet, gentle personality.  He is starting his 
show career at the Iowa State Fair and would be an exciting addition to a 
show program as a potential junior herdsire or show gelding.

Maelstrom, or Stormy as we call him, was an exciting and highly 
anticipated cross. His dam is a female with old North American 
bloodlines going back to Virginia Kristiansen and others stemming 
from the old Bolivian importation.  His dam is large, substantial, and 
correct with a gray and white agoudi pattern on her underside.  His 
sire, Monaco, is a large dilute Appaloosa with a wonderful personality, 
balance, and conformation.  As a dilute gray Appaloosa, Maelstorm 
is an excellent blend of these lines and offers substance, balance, 
conformation, and a sweet disposition to make him appealing to any 
farm. He will make his debut in performance classes at the Iowa State 
Fair in August.

wild west 
reaction

overman monaco

mgf moon flower

hs firewind

silver moon jamali

machuco

tillman’s boca 
raton

hs safari

mhf sirius 
attraction

riley-mystical 
moonglo

mgf flower power

hs wind dancer ul04

peruvian alcoa

mashuga

fvl sirius

amigo de peru

papa noel

panda of bolivia

chileno cerro azul

deacon lh

lumina

mcf estonia

mhf picture perfect

riley-misti blue

boca chica

sharp’s velveteen

mgf fuzzy wuzzy

kl miss mariah

lot 16

lot 15

Male  ·  June 20, 2017  ·  Reg. # 291421

Male  ·  October 9, 2017  ·  Reg. # 291429
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ddh’s
cinders

rector’s
geneva

We purchased Cinders in 2017 as a replacement for her mother, a 
Chilean Canoso daughter, who we also own.  Canoso is one of Matt’s 
favorite bloodlines, and acquiring a Canoso daughter was on his bucket 
list.  Fortunately, her dam has settled and is due to have a Chain 
Reaction cria before the sale.  So, we have decided to offer this beautiful 
and sweet dilute brown silky female for sale.  She is good sized and will 
just have turned two by the time of sale.  She has great fleece coverage, 
a beautiful head and ear set, good bone, and is very well balanced.  She 
will be a great girl to add to your herd and then breed next Spring!

Geneva is a beautiful paint suri female who has blossomed after an 
awkward time as a juvenile.  She is very good sized for just turning a year 
and will begin her show career at the Iowa State Fair.  She is a full sibling 
to Chain Reaction so we are excited to see how she develops.  Her dam 
is one of our Beyonca x Catamarca daughters and is one of Bill’s largest 
foundation dams.  Geneva will be an exciting addition to a show program 
and an asset to a breeding program in the future.

peruvian kaptor

wild west 
reaction

fff above and 
beyond

rector’s godiba

twin lakes peruvian 
liberator

silver moon jamali

chilean canoso

catamarca

peruvian miss 
kantilla

mhf sirius 
attraction

rar chilean a cut 
above

beyonca

peruvian keno pc-1

peruvian alcoa

kantu p5

fvl sirius

mcf cashmir

chilean leroy brown

ddlr hombre’

liberator

lumina

zapatilla p5

mhf picture perfect

catcoon

chalula

boneca

lot 18

lot 17

Female  ·  August 26, 2016  ·  Reg. # 290154

Female  ·  August 8, 2017  ·  Reg. # 291425
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rector’s
beatice

Beatrice is a beautiful Wild West Reaction daughter 
who should have a Daydream Believer cria at side at the 
time of the sale.  Beatrice’s dam is one of our Beyonca 
x Catamarca daughters and she has inherited those 
excellent traits of milk production and motherhood.  
Beatrice will be re-bred to make an impressive 3 in 1 
package.  If you are looking to add a proven breeding 
female to your herd, be sure to look at Beatrice!

wild west 
reaction

rector’s becca

silver moon jamali

catamarca

mhf sirius 
attraction

beyonca

peruvian alcoa

fvl sirius

mcf cashmir

ddlr hombre’

lumina

mhf picture perfect

catcoon

boneca

lot 19

Female  ·  June 9, 2013  ·  Reg. # 290486
Bred to Daydream Believer - Overdue - Next service sire TBD.
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emporio

rector’s
zephyr

Emporio is a special male on our farm as he is a cross of two of Matt’s 
favorite bloodlines, E-line and Samponero.  Rio’s sire was a full-Peruvian 
male bred by Kay Patterson and born at Wayne Rankin’s ranch.  He was 
gentle, and we are retaining the females that he produced for us.  Rio’s 
dam is a huge E-line female born at the Pierce’s Co-Rect ranch.  Rio was 
a quick grower and an awkward one at that, but this year he has come 
into his own and is growing to be an impressive medium wool male.  
Our experience with the E-line has shown that these animals grow for 
a long time and we have seen them continue to develop and grow up 
until four years old.  If you are interested in old pedigrees, large correct 
frames, and an easy handling male, Emporio will be a great addition to 
your farm.

Zephyr is a very correct, well-balanced male who has done well showing 
in 2018.  He has beautiful suri fleece which comes from his sire, Wild 
West Reaction. He has excellent conformation and is easy to work with.  
With his gentle personality, Zephyr will be a great addition to a lot of 
farms’ breeding or show programs.

pitaq

wild west 
reaction

essenza

hs firewind’s zen 
moment

samponero

silver moon jamali

mystiquee

arisco

primrosa

mhf sirius attraction

espinara

hs firewind

peruvian alcoa

el fuerte

fvl sirius

santiago amigo

the condor

tuna catcher

hs safari

lumina

presiosa

mhf picture perfect

rar midnight mist

ainsley

eskadra

hs wind dancer ul04

lot 21

lot 20

Male  ·  June 1, 2016  ·  Reg. # 290121

Male  ·  July 19, 2017  ·  Reg. # 291423
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rector’s
blanche

rector’s
mystique

Blanche is a very sweet, sturdy girl out of one of our Beyonca x 
Catamarca daughters.  Blanche has correct foot placement, good bone, 
and moderately heavy fiber coverage.  She will be best paired with a 
stretchy male as a breeder, and her personality will make her a great 
addition to any farm.

Mystique was one of our last crias born in 2017 and she was certainly 
worth the wait.  Her dam is one of our oldest girls and has a great 
pedigree going back to Llama Woods, Elk Horn, and Great Lakes Llamas.  
Mysti’s dam is a G.L.L. Dorado daughter, one of Matt’s favorite ‘90s 
herdsires.  Mystique has a gentle temperament, great fiber coverage, 
nice extension of neck and a lot of growing to do for being 9 months old.  
This girl will make a great addition to your show string and breeding 
herd!

gnlc tenpoint

gnlc tenpoint

rector’s becca

e.l. spring fling

dom’s cordillero (et)

dom’s cordillero (et)

catamarca

g.l.l. dorado

bal inuya for a moment

bal inuya for a moment

beyonca

e. l. nambe’

gnlc dom

gnlc dom

momento

momento

mcf cashmir

lw blue bly

ddlr hombre’

debussy

kobra’s gwendolyn

kobra’s gwendolyn

gnlc inuya

gnlc inuya

catcoon

hot chili

boneca

cafe rose

lot 23

lot 22

Female  ·  July 11, 2017  ·  Reg. # 291422

Female  ·  October 21, 2017  ·  Reg. # 291430
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perfection’s
turn it up

We were excited to add Turn It Up to our herd in 2017 
when she was purchased from CarolAnn Tallmon’s sale.  
She had never been bred, but after we cycled her, she 
was receptive and refused Overman Monaco after two 
breedings.  This is a testament to the hardiness of some 
of the older bloodlines.  Her sire was an impressive 
McRoberts male and her dam a stretchy suri.  She is 
due to have her Monaco cria anytime now, and we are 
still debating who to breed her back to.  Turner has an 
incredibly gentle personality and is a very easy keeper.  
If you are looking to add a beautiful breeding female to 
your herd, Turner will be a great addition.

lot 24

mgf viper

perfection’s 
california gold

peruvian vice

peruvian silverado 
sir

mgf castanet’s 
melody

griff memory lane

white heat

kantu p5

nobility

peruvian cancia pc-1

mgf castanet

p496 aurora 89

griff kahluha twist

Female  ·  July 5, 2005  ·  Reg. # 268804
Bred to Overman Monaco - Overdue - Next service sire TBD.
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rector’s
nitro

Nitro is a full sibling to Lot 6 (Rector’s Havana).  His dam, Niagra is one 
of our oldest females with lineage that features some great old pedigrees, 
including Macho Camacho and Errol Flynn.  Nitro is a flashy black and 
white medium wool male who has begun his performance training and 
will make a great addition to younger farm and/or a 4-H program.

wild west reaction

rector’s niagra

silver moon jamali

mw geronimo

mhf sirius 
attraction

bob’s sheba

peruvian alcoa

fvl sirius

mw comanche

sk dan cupid

lumina

mhf picture perfect

mw honeybun

bob’s sara

lot 25

Male  ·  July 29, 2017  ·  Reg. # 291424
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catamarca

No other sire has had as large or as lasting of an impact on our farm as Catamarca did.  
When Bill purchased him in the 2002 Co-Rect Llama Sale from Mike and Linda Pierce, 
we could not have known that he would go on to produce multiple champions and build 
our foundation dam herd into one of consistency and quality.  He was a part of our 
family as so many of our llamas are.  He only produced 27 registered offspring, but of 
those offspring there have been multiple national champions and high quality producing 
females.  When Catamarca passed, he was buried on our farm in a place of honor.  We 
cherish our Catamarca sons and daughters and take pride in seeing his legacy continue 
through the excellent traits he passed down.

posthumous sire

mcf cashmir x catcoon
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notes
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The open farm will be held at Rector Llamas, located in rural Denver, 
IA. The sale event is located at Antique Acres between Janesville, IA and 

Cedar Falls IA, a 10-12 minute drive from the farm. 

Camping is available at Antique Acres. For information, please visit 
www.antiqueacres.org/camping and call 319-987-2380 to make a 

reservation. The closest hotels are located in Waverly, IA and Cedar 
Falls, IA. Both cities are a 10-15 minute drive via four-lane highway. We 

have included a list of hotels for you to consider in your travel plans.

Quality Inn
404 29th Ave SW, 
Waverly, IA 50677

(319) 352-0399

Super 8
301 13th Ave SW, 
Waverly, IA 50677

(319) 352-1064

Cobblestone Inn & 
Suites

208 E. Bremer Ave, 
Waverly, IA 50677

(319) 352-1311

Comfort Suites
7402 Nordic Dr, 

Cedar Falls, IA 50613
(319) 273-9999

Waverly

Cedar Falls

Antique Acres

Rector Llamas

Cedar Wapsi Rd/C57

 J
op
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 / 

W
ag

ne
r R

d

268th St

Waverly Rd
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thank you

Our entire family thanks you for your interest and 
support of our anniversary sale.  We look forward to 

seeing what the next 50 years will bring!




